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'Abortion Drones' To Deliver WHO Approved Pills To
Poland
The Huffington Post UK | By Nitya Rajan
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Women on Waves, an abortion support group, is set to use drones to explore unchartered territory in reproductive care.
On Saturday, an unmanned aerial vehicle will aim to begin its journey at 11AM and fly WHO approved abortion pills -- mifepristone and
misoprostol -- from Frankfurt an der Oder, Germany to the Polish town of Słubice, where abortion is illegal.

Frankfurt an der Oder, Germany:

In Poland strict legal requirements mean abortion is only allowed in cases involving rape or incest and when the mother's life is in danger or
when the foetus is seriously malformed.
The flight is not expected to take more than 20 to 30 minutes and the drones in operation will be quite small, weighing less than five
kilograms.
READ MORE:
America Is Building A Fake City To Test Drones In
India's Police Will Use Pepper-Spraying Drones
China Is Using Drones To Catch Cheating Students In Exams
'Fast And Furious' Style Underground Drone Racing Takes Off In Australia

Women on Waves are working with a range of abortion support groups including Berlin based Cocia Basia and Feminteka Foundation from
Warsaw.
In an interview with the New York Times, Women on Waves founder Rebecca Gomperts said:
"Initially it will be a very small drone, not a large one like the ones DHL, Amazon and Google are using. We aren’t there yet.”
While the drone itself is legal, it will be illegal for women to take the pills. However, the nonprofit have claimed that any polish women
interested in taking the pills will not risk 'punishment'.
According to WHO, Poland is among the Eastern European countries that have the highest abortion rates in the world -- 103 abortions per
100 live births.
If the flight on Saturday proves to be successful, Gomperts has suggested that a similar tactic could be used in Ireland, where abortions laws
are equally strict.
She told The Telegraph:
“We’re very interested in the new developments around drones,” she said. “In a sense it’s a campaign to call attention to the reality for
women in Poland. But there’s a future for it as a delivery model. We might do it in Ireland.”
MORE: UK Tech What's Next Women Science Drones Abortion Europe Ireland Video
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Margaret Jones ·

Top commenter · Northolt High School

here is a fact you can check on google,,,in poland polish women are told to come to
britain if they want an abortion,,the uk tax payer will pick up the bill,,,
Reply · Like ·

1 · 12 hours ago

Ken Andrew ·

Top commenter

Oh my god, we should close the borders and get a huge army and shoot at
anyone who doesn't look like us and then we should wave flags and hate
everyone who can't sing Eastenders.
Reply · Like ·
De Baxter ·

1 · 9 hours ago

Top commenter · UCL

Better to keep your legs closed until marriage than open them to any passing stranger.
Reply · Like ·

1 · 11 hours ago

Ken Andrew ·

Top commenter

Can we hang out and be mates, you sound like my kind of person.
I bet everyone loves you.
Reply · Like · 9 hours ago
Stefan Davey ·

Top commenter

hahahaha yeah whatever pal.
Reply · Like · 9 hours ago
De Baxter ·

Top commenter · UCL

Ken Andrew I can't count how many people love me, I just can't, errmm...
Reply · Like · 8 hours ago
View 1 more
Lee Phelvin ·

Top commenter · Southampton

Send 500 to africa and Poland!!!!
Reply · Like ·
Gerry Brown ·

1 · 13 hours ago
Top commenter · St Marys High School Limavady

Shoot the ******* THING DOWN.
Reply · Like ·

1 · 14 hours ago

Kay Kenda ·

Top commenter

archairc mentality
Reply · Like ·

1 · 12 hours ago

De Baxter ·

Top commenter · UCL

Kay Kenda I agree, archaic mentality indeed, it's wrong to harm that Drone,
far better to shoot the controller.
Reply · Like · 8 hours ago
Denis O'Brien ·

Top commenter · University of Victoria

are you listening Texas?
Reply · Like ·

1 · 14 hours ago

Kay Kenda ·

Top commenter

excellent idea, but better than a woman being butchered in illegal abortion black market,
that I have no doubt exists, it did here, until the government saw sense
Reply · Like · 12 hours ago
Michael Lagewaard ·

Top commenter

Now the Poles know it they'll be on the look out and shoot it down.
Reply · Like · 6 hours ago
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